Figure 1 – Smoothed Probabilities of Recession from the Multivariate Model (DFMS) and NBER-Dated Recessions (Shaded Area)
Figure 2 – Probabilities of Recessions Using Different Data Vintages
Figure 3 – Smoothed and Filtered Probabilities of Recessions as of January 2003, Using Data up to October 2002
Figure 4 – Monthly Series Used in the Dynamic Factor With Markov Switching Model (DFMS): Sales, Employment, Industrial Production, and Personal Income: 2001-2002 Recession
Figure 5 – Monthly Series Used in the Dynamic Factor With Markov Switching Model (DFMS): Sales, Employment, Industrial Production, and Personal Income: 1990-1991 Recession
Figure 6 - Probabilities from DFMS – Comparison with Past Recessions
Figure 7 – Smoothed Probabilities of Recession from the MS Applied to Real GDP Growth and NBER-Dated Recessions (Shaded Area)
Figure 8 – Probabilities of Recessions Using Different Data Vintages of Real GDP Growth
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Figure 9 - Probabilities from MS Applied to Real GDP Growth – Comparison with Past Recessions